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I’m out of character but that’s just me I don’t take things to serious
I was a hairdresser

London, 06.06.2022, 22:05 Time

USPA NEWS - My name is Princess Oobama/KB Chanel.
I believe I started modelling around the time I used to take my eldest daughter to modelling sessions, whilst I was there I was asked if I
was a model or if I would like to take part in the shows.
I considered it but didn’t do anything about it, back then I was a hairdresser but when I started taking my twins to fashions shows
where I was asked once again if I was a model or if I wanted to take part in a show. 

This is when I decided that……
yeah this is what I always wanted to do, modelling, being a designer and a hairstylist and now I can finally congratulate myself and say
I’ve done them but not yet achieved or be where I truly want to be. 

I have done some small movie scenes also I have done a lot of fashion shows for Toyolala creations, Chabs London, Passion for
Africa fashion show, Model, Go east vintage, Ever In Vogue fashion shows.I was also a designer and model at the nycfw fashion show,
done an advert for snagtight also enter Julie Morris pageant and I was the 1st runners up, I’ve done comedy that’s only some of them
can’t name all.

I am a mum with a lot of talent ,I’m a great woman that loves fashion and style and I also love taking videos and photos I’m full of
character and I’m great at what I do sometimes I’m out of character but that’s just me I don’t take things to serious because no one
knows what tomorrow may bring also I’m very confident and humble! I don’t like to be everyone else my fashion sense describes me
very well .I love me too much big and bold that’s me !
I would love to be an individual that is known for there quirky outfits,for example people like Nicki Minaj and lady gaga they influence
my outfits. 

I am a bit of everything I would like to be out there and be a big role model to others teaching them they can go from nowhere to
somewhere , the reason I’ve chosen to do Miss sexy UK is because it’s one of the biggest event in the uk I know I’ve got what it takes
to be that person also to further my career and to give others the positivity to say she done it so I can do it to … I also like to do big
shows all over the world as a plus size model getting payed big.
Said : Princes Oobama
London UK
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